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The Backstory
◦ From grad school research to book
◦ Place-based: how a Native sacred site and iconic surf
break were protected through collaborative
activism/alliances
◦ Methodology:
◦ Decolonization
◦ “Indigenizing” environmental justice (EJ)
◦ Journalism as praxis

Basic Assumptions
§ EJ as we know it (theory, activism, policy, law) begins with
the concept of environmental racism
§ Posits the redistribution of environmental risk and harm
§ Does not account for colonialism as history and structure
§ Genocide
§ Land theft
§ ecocide

§ E.g: uranium mining

Knowledge/epistemology
◦ EJ also does not account for indigenous peoples’
different relationship to land
◦ Capitalism/private property vs. relationality
◦ Rights-based society vs. responsibilities-based society

◦ Traditional ecological knowledge is a subset of
indigenous knowledge
◦ There are as many forms of indigenous knowledge as
there are indigenous peoples
◦ They are not universal, but there are commonalities

◦ Indigenous peoples and biodiversity:
◦ https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S146
2901119301042?via%3Dihub

◦ https://grist.org/article/weve-spent-100-yearsgrowing-a-tinderbox-across-the-west-now-itswildfire-season/

Master Narratives about Native People
◦ Dominant settler society: American Indians are inferior to EuroAmericans (Social Darwinism/scientific racism)
◦ Codified into American law (e.g. doctrine of discovery; trust
doctrine; plenary power)
◦ Result:
◦ dozens of myths about Native Americans that reinforce inferiority
narrative
◦ Indians were “nomads” who didn’t know how to use land properly
◦ Euro-Americans couldn’t recognize the sustainability of American
Indian societies

Planetary Health
◦ Emerging discipline that began with the
Rockefeller-Lancet Commission on
Planetary Health conference, 2014
◦ Interdisciplinary; experts in environmental
health, medicine, biodiversity, ecology, virology,
epidemiology, zoontics, etc.
◦ Recognizes a tipping point where human
health is beginning to suffer due to impacts of
development on environment

◦ White paper, 2015
◦ Conclusion: Failures of imagination,
knowledge, and governance—including the
over-reliance on economics as a measure of
human progress

Other Considerations
◦ Decline of U.S. empire
◦ Johan Galtung (father of Peace Studies/conflict
resolution): predicted the fall of U.S. empire (The
Fall of U.S. Empire: And Then What?, 2009)
◦ Pentagon study: "At Our Own Peril: DoD Risk
Assessment in a Post-Primacy World”
https://publications.armywarcollege.edu/pubs/33
48.pdf
◦ Joseph Tainter: The Collapse of Complex

Societies
◦ Climate change
◦ Anthropocentric…or not?
◦ Regardless, it’s about environmental destruction

The Bottom Line…
◦ Epidemiologists have been predicting a global pandemic for years—SARS 2 coronavirus is not THE BIG
ONE
◦ History teaches us that ecocide is parallel to genocide and culturecide
◦ Conversely, 80% of the world’s biodiversity is controlled by indigenous peoples

◦ Indigenous knowledge contains critical keys to planetary sustainability
◦ Addressing the failure of knowledge: anthropocentric epistemological frameworks have brought us to this
place (Sixth Mass Extinction; extractive economies; unfettered capitalism, etc.)
◦ Planetary health is as much a problem of epistemology as it is science
◦ “We need to re-evaluate our relationship with the environment”…Dr. Peter Daszak, zoologist, Democracy Now! 416-20

More Information
◦ Planetary Health Alliance (Harvard University; over 200 partnering institutions globally)
◦ Www.planetaryhealthalliance.org
◦ Introduction to Planetary Health presentation,
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1s8DL0m9gYV01RtpXfEAnRPNvjH50MLDocpQs_faKgY/edit#slide=id.g42a6a8a28a_0_17

◦ Rockefeller-Lancet Commission Report: “Safeguarding Human Health in the Anthropocene Epoch”
◦ https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(15)60901-1/fulltext

◦ “Coronavirus Shows We Must Change How We Live or Face Self-Destruction,” D. Gilio-Whitaker
◦ https://www.hcn.org/articles/covid19-coronavirus-shows-we-must-change-how-we-live-or-face-self-destruction

